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Abstract— Deep reinforcement learning has great potential
to acquire complex, adaptive behaviors for autonomous agents
automatically. However, the underlying neural network polices
have not been widely deployed in real-world applications,
especially in these safety-critical tasks (e.g., autonomous driv-
ing). One of the reasons is that the learned policy cannot
perform flexible and resilient behaviors as traditional methods
to adapt to diverse environments. In this paper, we consider
the problem that a mobile robot learns adaptive and resilient
behaviors for navigating in unseen uncertain environments
while avoiding collisions. We present a novel approach for
uncertainty-aware navigation by introducing an uncertainty-
aware predictor to model the environmental uncertainty, and
we propose a novel uncertainty-aware navigation network to
learn resilient behaviors in the prior unknown environments. To
train the proposed uncertainty-aware network more stably and
efficiently, we present the temperature decay training paradigm,
which balances exploration and exploitation during the training
process. Our experimental evaluation demonstrates that our
approach can learn resilient behaviors in diverse environments
and generate adaptive trajectories according to environmen-
tal uncertainties. Videos of the experiments are available at
https://sites.google.com/view/resilient-nav/.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the recent progress of machine learning techniques,
deep reinforcement learning has been seen as a promising
technique for autonomous systems to learn intelligent and
complex behaviors in manipulation and motion planning
tasks [1]–[3]. However, due to the difficulty of interpreting
and manipulating deep neural networks (DNNs), they are
often not as flexible as traditional methods [4] that can adapt
to diverse environments by parameter-tuning. Furthermore,
the performance of DNNs may significantly decrease when
the test data distribution is very different from the training
data. Thus, DNNs may cause catastrophic failures in safety-
critical tasks such as robot navigating in real-world human
crowds [5].
To address the above issues, some related work [6]–[8]
attempted to expand the domain of the training data by in-
creasing its diversity. However, it is impossible to completely
cover all testing domains and all scenarios that robots may
encounter. For example, although there are many synthetic
crowd simulation techniques based on sim-to-real paradigm
[9]–[11], it is still difficult to simulate realistic pedestrian be-
haviors that would take into account the underlying human-
robot interaction. In contrast, humans are able to adaptively
adopt behaviors to interact with unseen behaviors and scenes
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according to their sensed uncertainty about the surroundings.
For example, a car-driver will slow down to maintain a safe
distance from other vehicles when driving in snow. Our work
aims to develop a human-alike uncertainty-aware navigation
policy for robots to handle unseen environments robustly and
efficiently.
Recently, several methods are proposed in the deep learn-
ing community on uncertainty estimation, which has been
widely applied to predict the model outcome in perception
and inference tasks [12]–[14]. Many techniques have accom-
plished this by revising the architecture of DNNs and their
loss functions. In particular, the aleatoric uncertainty can
be modeled by a specific loss function for the uncertainty
term in the network output and the epistemic uncertainty
(i.e. model uncertainty) can be captured by the Monte Carlo
Dropout (MC-Dropout) technique, which randomly samples
from the network via dropout layers at test time [15]. By
utilizing these techniques, the measures of uncertainty have
been extended to decision-making networks for imitation
learning paradigms [16]–[18]. However, in practice, it is
usually expensive to collect a large number of high-quality
demonstrations, especially edge cases in applications like
autonomous driving or robots navigating in challenging in-
door scenes. Moreover, uncertainty estimation has also been
employed in the reinforcement learning framework. Many
works use uncertainty estimation to develop an uncertainty-
aware model-based reinforcement learning that deploys the
model-predictive control (MPC) pipeline to generate safer
actions [5], [19]. These studies demonstrate that learning-
based controllers have great potential for safety-critical tasks
due to their resilient behaviors under uncertain environments.
However, the parameters of MPC optimization need careful
tuning to achieve desired behaviors, otherwise may get stuck
in a bad local minimum [5].
Main Contributions: In this paper, we present techniques
to show that model-free reinforcement learning can be used
to learn safer and more resilient behaviors for navigation
by integrating uncertainty estimation. With the resilient be-
haviors, the robot can adaptively adjust the safe distance
and speed according to the uncertainty of its surrounding
environment. To learn resilient behaviors, our key idea is
to bridge the gap between the environmental uncertainty
and the uncertainty of the policy network’s output. By
doing so, environmental uncertainty can be minimized by
decreasing the uncertainty of the action during the training
process. Specifically, we first introduce the uncertainty-aware
prediction module to capture the uncertainty and motion
information of surrounding environments. We then design
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an uncertainty-aware neural network, as shown in Figure 1,
to learn resilient behaviors for navigation. Third, to train the
neural network, we propose the temperature decay training
paradigm for the soft actor-critic (SAC) [20] algorithm which
maximizes the entropy of the policy to ensure the policy can
be fully explored.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related works on uncertainty
estimation for DNNs and learning navigation policy with
uncertainty-awareness and model-free navigation network.
A. Uncertainty Estimation for DNNs
The uncertainty composition in DNNs can be mainly
divided into aleatoric uncertainty and epistemic uncertainty
according to [12], [13], [18]. Aleatoric uncertainty, also
known as data uncertainty, captures the uncertainty con-
cerning observation data. Epistemic uncertainty refers to the
model uncertainty about the robot system.
To extract above two types of uncertainties, traditional
Bayesian methods can be well applied to low-dimensional
problems [21], [22]. However, for high-dimensional and
complex DNNs, more scalable and flexible approaches must
be employed. Gal et al. [23] present the Monte Carlo
Dropout (MC-Dropout) approach to capture the model un-
certainty in DNNs by introducing dropout as a Bayesian
approximation. Since the aleatoric uncertainty is related to
the input data, Kendall et al. [13] build a map from inputs to
network outputs and propose a modified loss function to learn
the uncertainty of the data. By combining both uncertainty
estimation methods, deep learning models have achieved
state-of-the-art results on computer vision tasks [13].
B. Learning Navigation Policy with Uncertainty-Awareness
Many techniques have been proposed that use a decision-
making network for navigation tasks by imitation learning
(IL) [24], [25] and reinforcement learning (RL) [26], [27].
Imitation learning trains a model by mimicking a set of
desired behaviors demonstrated by experts. Based on the
similarity of IL in navigation and visual recognition tasks,
Tai el al. [17] accomplish uncertainty-aware visual-based
navigation by extending the use of uncertainty in visual
tasks. Segu et al. [18] present a general framework that
allows propagation of uncertainties in networks, providing
action uncertainty and performing robust behaviors for noisy
and adversarial data. Although the uncertainty-aware IL can
improve the robustness and safety in autonomous driving
scenarios, it is difficult to learn policies to actively avoid
uncertain regions.
Uncertainty estimation methods have also been applied
in RL fields. Some works suggest that this kind of uncer-
tainty can be formulated as the policy uncertainty to boost
exploration [28]. For safe-critical applications in robotics,
Kahn et al. [5] first achieve uncertainty-aware navigation in
static environments by a model-based reinforcement learning
method. In practice, the collision probability and uncertainty
prediction are formulated into the risk term for the model-
predictive controller (MPC) to minimize. Lotjens et al. [19]
extend [5] to avoid dynamic obstacles in complex scenarios
by proposing an ensemble of LSTM networks to estimate
the uncertainty of surrounding dynamic obstacles.
C. Model-Free Navigation Networks
Compared to the model-based RL methods, model-free RL
can learn optimal policies without relying on MPC for action
selection. Chen et al. [29], [30] use compact agent-level
information as the network input and introduce the value
network to model the human-robot cooperative behaviors in
dynamic environments. Nonetheless, these methods can only
be applied in small-scale scenes because the resulting policy
can only accept a limited amount of agent-level information
as the input. Some following work [31], [32] address this
issue by applying a Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
network to adjust the inputs in different scales.
Unlike the navigation networks above, which unitize pro-
cessed agent-level information for decisions, sensor-level
networks can build direct mappings from the raw sensor data
to actions. Tai et al. [33] train the LiDAR-based navigation
policy in simulation, which can navigate a single robot in
real-world static environments. Fan et al. [7], [34] propose
a multi-stage, multi-scenario training framework to learn a
decentralized collision avoidance policy for the multi-robot
system. This sensor-level network has been successfully
deployed in real-world applications, including a multi-robot
system for autonomous warehouse and a service robot navi-
gating in crowds. In this paper, we extend model-free navi-
gation networks to learn resilient behaviors with uncertainty-
awareness for the sensor-level navigation network.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The sensor-level navigation network can be formulated as
a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
and can be solved using a reinforcement learning frame-
work. Formally, we describe a POMDP as a 6-tuple
(S,A, T ,R,Ω,O), where S is a set of states (s ∈ S), A is a
set of actions (a ∈ A), T is the transition probability between
states T (s′|s,a), R is the reward function (S × A → R),
Ω is a set of observations o ∈ Ω, and O is the observation
distribution given the state o ∼ O(s). In our formulation, the
state at t time step, st, consists of the agent’s position pt,
velocity vt, and goal g, i.e. st = 〈pt,vt,g〉. The action at
is the steering command of a differential robot in terms of
linear and angular velocities. The observation at time t is ot,
which includes the 2D laser scan otz , the relative goal o
t
g , and
the robot’s current velocity otv . That is, o
t = 〈otz,otg,otv〉.
The optimal policy pi∗ is defined according to the Bellman
equation:
pi∗ = arg max
a∗
r(st) + γ
∫
st+1
T (st+1|st,at)V ∗(st+1)dst+1,
V (st) =
T∑
t′=t
γt
′−tr(st
′
), (1)
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Fig. 1: The proposed navigation framework is mainly divided into two modules, the predictor and the policy network. Our predictor is an
RNN-based network that captures the uncertainty and motion information in the environment from a sequence of laser scan data. After
that, the uncertainty and motion information are encoded as part of the input of the policy network to predict the action distribution.
In particular, feeding the input through convolutional layers and fully-connected layers, the mean value of the action distribution can
be obtained. Besides, the variance of the distribution is modeled as an uncertainty-dependent vector estimated by a uncertainty mapping
function in order to enhance the connection between the uncertainty and the navigation behavior.
where V (st) is the value function used for estimating the
expected reward, r(st) is the reward given st, and γ is the
discount factor in reinforcement learning. In our framework,
the reward function is defined as:
rt =

20 if ‖pt − g‖ < 0.1
−20 else if collision
2.5 · (‖pt−1 − g‖ − ‖pt − g‖) otherwise.
(2)
IV. APPROACH
In this section, we present our approach that enables
the navigation network to learn resilient behaviors under
uncertain environments. Our algorithm is composed of three
parts. First, to extract uncertainty and motion information
from environments, we introduce a predictor with uncertainty
estimator. Then, we propose an uncertainty-aware policy net-
work and demonstrate the underlying principles of resilient
behavior learning. Finally, to better conform to the training
process of the policy network, we adopt a training decay
paradigm.
A. Predictor with Uncertainty Estimation
In our formulation, a robot can only observe the static local
map by 2D LiDAR, which is sufficient for navigation in static
environments. However, for highly dynamic and complex
scenarios, the motion information in the environment (e.g.
the dynamic obstacles) is critical for robots to generate
safe and smooth actions. Thus, a prediction network that
can estimate the motion information is necessary. On the
other hand, we assume that if an obstacle cannot be surely
predicted, which means it has a high uncertainty. Based on
this assumption, we expect to measure the environmental
uncertainty by computing the confidence of the prediction
results. To this end, we use a GRU-based recurrent net-
work [35] to extract the motion and uncertainty information
in environments simultaneously:
σt+1z , oˆ
t+1
z = Fpred(o
t−T :t
z ,o
t−T :t
v ), (3)
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Fig. 2: A demonstration of prediction results: red points represent
the prediction results whose brightness indicates the uncertainty
value; blue points are the ground truth.
where σt+1z represents the uncertainty in the local map,
including each laser point; oˆt+1z is the prediction of the
motion information; ot−T :tz and o
t−T :t
v are sequences of
observations of laser scans and velocity in the past T time
steps. The network consists of two GRU layers, and each
layer has 256 hidden units. To train this prediction network,
we apply the training method for data uncertainty in [13]
and construct the loss function as:
L(θ) = ‖oz − oˆz‖2
2σz2
+
1
2
log σz
2, (4)
where θ is the weight of the prediction network. The loss
function discourages large uncertainty while minimizing
prediction errors.
B. Uncertainty-Aware Policy Network
By taking advantage of uncertainty and motion informa-
tion extracted by the predictor, an uncertainty-aware policy
network is expected to learn resilient behaviors to maintain
efficient and robust performance in diverse environments. To
accomplish this, our core idea is to establish a connection
from the environmental uncertainty to the uncertainty of
the action distribution. Thus, we propose a uncertainty-
aware policy network for model-free reinforcement learning
methods.
Goal
Obstacle
Robot
Fig. 3: A simple example to demonstrate the underlying idea. The
uncertainty of the obstacle behavior directly affects the variance
of the action distribution σ, which indirectly leads to the changes
to the selection of the mean value µ. Eventually, the robot can
generate a more conservative trajectory for the obstacle with higher
uncertainty.
In contrast to previous network structure that uses multi-
frame data as input to extract dynamic information in the
environment [7], [34], [36], our policy network integrates
the uncertainty, the motion information, and the laser scan
at the current time step into the input. After feeding the
rich information into the network, our formulation forwards
it through two-way connections. Convolutional neural net-
works process one way, and the final output is the mean value
of the policy distribution, which is also the learning objective
of the RL algorithm. For the other way, we construct the
mapping function from the environmental uncertainty to
the variance of the policy distribution as follows. We first
normalize the observation and environment uncertainty to
[0, 1] by let o¯ = o−ominomax−omin and
iσ¯tz =
iσ¯tz−σmin
σmax−σmin . After
normalization, we consider that the closer the laser point,
the higher the impact on the action, so we use the term
(2 −i o¯tz) ∈ [1, 2] to weight the uncertainty term iσ¯tz at the
i-th bearing accordingly:
a¯tσ =
∑N
i=0
iσ¯tz ∗ (2−i o¯tz)
2N
Note that a¯tσ is also a value in the range [0, 1], and thus need
to re-scaled to the range of variance, resulting in the final
policy variance atσ:
atσ = σmin + (σmax − σmin) ∗ a¯tσ, (5)
To this end, our mapping function enables the variance to
reflect the uncertainty in the environment directly. Note that
the variance is an uncertainty-dependent vector instead of
the learnable value in the standard RL implementation. The
network structure is shown in the right half of Figure 1.
There are two benefits when using the above mentioned
policy network with two-way connection. First, given dif-
ferent variance values, the policy network can adjust the
mean value accordingly to obtain an optimal policy. Sec-
ond, it allows the network to actively avert the uncertainty
area during navigation (i.e. an uncertainty-averse behavior)
by minimizing the entropy of the action distribution. An
example of navigating a robot in environments with different
uncertainties is given as follows: consider a single robot
navigation task, as demonstrated in Figure 3. In this task,
the navigation goal (the green point) is right in front of the
robot (the blue point), but they are blocked by an oncoming
dynamic obstacle (the red point). To better understand this
task, we roughly draw the reward distribution of the robot in
the lower part. We assume that the robot prefers performing
the actions on the left to avoid the obstacle and that the
obstacle has two behaviors with different uncertainty levels.
Thus, the environmental uncertainty will respond to the
variance of the policy distribution by the mapping function
(i.e. σ′ and σ′′ in the figure). To achieve the maximal reward,
the navigation network can learn to adaptively generate the
mean value of the distribution (i.e. µ′ and µ′′) according
to the variance value. Finally, the network performs more
conservative behaviors in the case of high environmental
uncertainty, that is, resilient behaviors are learned. On the
other hand, by recalling the definition of the mapping func-
tion, we know the closer the environmental uncertainties, the
higher the variance of the policy distribution σ. Therefore,
we can obtain uncertainty-averse behaviors by minimizing
the entropy of the robot trajectories.
Fig. 4: Effect of the temperature decay paradigm on the entropy of
the policy distribution and cumulative reward during the training.
C. Temperature Decay Training Paradigm
Referring to the multi-scenario multi-stage training frame-
work in [7], in this paper, the training environment is based
on the Stage simulator [37] and the multiple scenarios are
designed for training. In contrast to [7], which deployed
on-policy Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [38] as the
training algorithm, we use the Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [20]
to train the uncertainty-aware navigation network. The key
idea of SAC is to maximize the expected return and action
entropy together instead of the expected return itself to
balance the exploration and exploitation. Specifically, the
origin value function defined in Equation 1 is changed to
include the entropy term as:
V (st) =
T∑
t′=t
γt
′−t
(
r(st
′
) + α ∗H(pi(·|st))
)
, (6)
collision
Fig. 5: The experimental results of different navigation policies
when executing in the scenario shown in Figure 3. Left: the
trajectories generated by the normal (yellow) and conservative (red)
policies when meeting a dynamic obstacle. Right: the overconfident
policy (green) leads to a passive collision with the dynamic obstacle.
where H(pi(·|st)) is the entropy of the policy distribution
and α is the temperature for exploration-exploitation trade-
off. Note that higher temperature corresponds to more ex-
ploration, and vice versa.
There are two reasons why we replace PPO with SAC.
First, the variance of policy distribution is modeled as a state-
independent parameter vector in standard implementations
of on-policy RL methods for stabilizing the training process.
Instead, SAC parameterizes the variance as a state-dependent
vector and can establish the connection between uncertainty
information and variance. Second, it is challenging for PPO
to train an uncertainty-aware behavior as it will discourage
exploration, and the optimization may get stuck in a bad
local minimum during the training process [19]. SAC is
better at balancing exploration and exploitation by tuning the
temperature α during the training process. In this case, we
introduce the temperature decay training paradigm to obtain
an uncertainty-aware navigation network.
The temperature decay is similar to the annealing epsilon-
greedy in Deep Q-Learning Network (DQN) [36]. In the
initial stage, the temperature is set a high value αh to
encourage the policy to explore the entire action space. Then,
the temperature smoothly decreases by the decay rate vdecay
over the training process to focus on the exploited reward.
Finally, the temperature gradually approaches the lowest
bound αl and stops decaying. To obtain the uncertainty-
averse behavior, αl is set to a negative number to encourage
the lowest entropy of the policy network.
The results of temperature decay during the training pro-
cess is demonstrated in Figure 4. With the increase in training
episodes, the temperature decreases steadily until the αl.
During this process, the entropy of the policy distribution (the
blue line in Figure 4) rises first and then decreases gradually.
Note that, while the entropy is reduced, the reward of training
is also decreased because the robot loses a little efficiency
when it performs the uncertainty-averse behavior.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Implementation Details
As we mentioned above, the navigation framework mainly
consists of a prediction network and a navigation network.
The prediction network is trained by supervised learning,
and we use the trained navigation network in [7] to collect
training data in the multi-scenario environment. There are
about 25,000 trajectories in the dataset, 80% of which are
used for training; the remaining data is used for testing.
We deploy the Adams optimizer with 1e−3 learning rate
[39] and 4096 batch size in 50 training epochs. In terms
of the navigation network, the best reward can be achieved
in 100 episodes. However, to obtain the uncertainty-averse
behaviors, the network needs to be trained on 500 episodes,
as shown in Figure 4. The Adams optimizer also is applied,
with a learning rate of 1e−3 before reaching 200 episodes and
then with a learning rate of 1e−4 afterwards. Other hyper-
parameters in this paper are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I: Hyperparameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
γ in Eqn 1 0.99 αh in SecIV-C 0.1
σmin in Eqn 5 −2.0 αl in Sec IV-C −0.01
σmax in Eqn 5 2.0 vdecay in Sec IV-C 5e−6
B. Qualitative Comparison on Various Scenarios
To demonstrate that the network can perform resilient
behaviors in different uncertainty environments, we introduce
the following three policies in the same navigation network:
• Over-confident policy: the navigation network does not
have any uncertainty input;
• Balanced policy: the navigation network with the un-
certainty generated by the predictor, which balances the
efficiency and safety;
• Over-conservative policy: the navigation network with
the double uncertainty generated by the predictor.
In the experiment, we use green, yellow, and red colors
to distinguish trajectories generated using the three polices
mentioned above.
1) Encounter: To verify whether the expected behavior
proposed in Section IV-B is learned, we first build the
encounter scenario as in Figure 3. Note that the behavior
of the dynamic obstacle, which goes to the goal without
any avoidance action, is unseen in the training scenario. The
experimental results are shown in Figure 5, where the over-
conservative policy can generate a safer trajectory than the
balanced policy, which matches our expectation. The over-
confident policy behaves too aggressively with respect to
the unseen behavior and expects the obstacle to avoid it.
Although the robot eventually brakes, it did not avoid being
passively hit by the obstacle.
2) Narrow Corridor: We have demonstrated above that
robots can produce more conservative behavior in environ-
ments with higher uncertainty. In this experiment, we want to
figure out whether the navigation network can perform more
aggressive behaviors in the scenario with lower uncertainty.
(a) Over-confident policy (b) Balanced policy
(c) Over-conservative policy
Fig. 6: The experimental results on the narrow corridor scenario.
The behavior of the conservative policy is too conservative to enter
the narrow corridor. Our balanced policy can make a trade-off
between efficiency and safety.
Fig. 7: The comparison experiments on the uncertain corridor scene.
The red obstacles would have a higher uncertainty than the black
ones when being perceived by robots. The over-confident policy
(green) without uncertainty-awareness would move directly toward
the goal. The balanced policy (yellow) will take uncertainty-averse
actions to keep away from red obstacles.
For this purpose, a static, narrow corridor scenario is built.
As shown in Figure 6, an over-confident policy is most
efficient. After some hesitation at the entrance to the corridor,
the balanced policy can also reach the goal without losing
much efficiency. For the over-conservative policy, the robot
repeatedly hesitates at the entrance and eventually fails to
enter the corridor. In this way, we have proved that the
navigation network can automatically trade efficiency for
safety based on uncertainty in the environment due to the
uncertainty mapping function proposed in Section IV-B.
3) Uncertain Corridor: In previous experiments, we have
validated that our approach can automatically perform con-
servative behaviors and aggressive behaviors without any
parameter-tuning. In this part, we further investigate whether
the network has learned uncertainty-averse behavior. In this
experiment, we construct the uncertain corridor scenarios as
show in Figure 7, which have the shape but with different
uncertainties. For the over-confident navigation policy, the
robot will reach the goal directly. For the balanced naviga-
tion policy, however, the robot prefers the area with lower
uncertainty to avoid risk although it may be a little inefficient.
Hence, uncertainty-averse behavior has been learned by our
approach.
C. Quantitative Experiments with Sensor Malfunction
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of the
uncertainty-aware navigation network, we propose three eval-
150° 120° 90° 60°
Effective FOV
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
Success Rate
Stuck Rate
Collision Rate
ours baseline ours baseline ours baseline ours baseline
Fig. 8: Comparison of navigation performance using different
effective FOVs.
uation metrics: the success rate, the stuck rate, and the
collision rate. If the robot can reach its target without
any collisions in a limited time, the robot succeeds in the
navigation task. If the robot collides or cannot reach the
destination within a limited time, they are considered as get-
ting collisions or stuck, respectively. We evaluate the learned
uncertainty-aware navigation policy with the uncertainty-
unaware baseline in a sensor malfunction scenario. In par-
ticular, the scenario includes 20 robots whose initial and
goal positions are randomly generated in a 12 × 12 plane.
During the training process, the field of view (FOV) of the
2D LiDAR is 180◦, and the angular resolution is 1◦. During
testing, we compare our policy with the baseline on four
different sensor malfunction cases where the 2D LiDAR has
the effective FOV of 150◦, 120◦, 90◦ and 60◦ respectively.
As we can not change the input dimension of the neural
network, we mask the scan part out of the effective FOV to
a small fixed value (e.g., 0.1). We evaluate each test with 50
repeats.
As shown in Figure 8, our method always outperforms the
baseline method in terms of success rate and collision rate.
When the effective FOV decreases, the success rate of both
methods decreases and the performance gap between them
becomes larger. Note that both navigation networks will get
stuck in some cases and eventually cannot reach the goal
when their FOVs are limited to 60◦. In this case, the stuck
rate of our method is higher than the baseline, because our
algorithm behaves more cautiously, which from the other side
demonstrates that our method can perform safer behaviors in
unseen environments.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This work has developed an model-free uncertainty-aware
reinforcement learning to learn resilient navigation behaviors
in unseen environments. The core idea is to bridge the
gap between the environmental uncertainty and the behavior
uncertainty to keep a safe but efficient distance from ob-
stacles and perform uncertainty-averse behaviors. However,
our approach strongly relies on the uncertainty estimation
but the 2D laser scan is limited to provide an accurate
estimation. In future work, the visual information can be
integrated to generate more accurate uncertainty based on
the semantics of the obstacles. For instance, by setting a high
uncertainty to pedestrians, robot navigation can maintain an
appropriate distance with pedestrians without intruding their
social space.
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